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Yesterday I was going through scads of “burger-ology” information, trying to find
searing equipment to cut down on cooking times and lessen waste. Whooo…
what a way to spend an afternoon. As it was beginning to dawn on me that I
may have to engineer my own devices to make the perfect quickserve burger
with the equipment already available in my workplace, I started to come across
more articles about the customized burger concept. Some of the newer chains,
like Smashburger, are allowing for a more buyer friendly burger. Customization
is everything, and it has trickled down to us semi-upright humans in the cafeteria
world. Often I have to stop customers mid-request when they try to order anything

other than my standard angus special. They normally start to say in that pleasant, Thurston Howell
tone ”I”d like it pink, but not too pink and medium but not too medium…” when I raise my trusty offset
spatula and give them my well worn speech. ” This is fast-food. We serve two temperatures of
burgers here: cooked and uncooked. We’ll slap a slice of cheese on top and put it on a bun. Beyond
that you can do whatever you want. I personally would hang it from the rearview mirror in my car.”
Rude and insufferable? Absolutely. I’ve lived a full, enlightening life and have gleaned that the two
things that sell burgers are honesty and a free slice of cheese.

Even though I’m rude and insufferable, I’m all for customization in most areas of life. The technology
exists to create and maintain unique identity and not be ‘”the man in the gray flannel suit” any longer.
I like the idea of purchasing a phone, computer or automobile in whatever color scheme and style I
want and then adding only the applications that I want to the device. The idea of being able to
purchase items in life with which I could build self-identity took a long time for me to wrap my brain
around. I was the kid of 17 who went to work for the burger giant who yelled at employees who didn’t
make each sandwich with ketchup, mustard, minced onion and exactly one slice of pickle. At 23, I
was the Marine recruit who learned that only two types of fighters exist in the Corps-green and dark
green. So it is that I’m a smiling old goof of 36 with a phone that plays Eminence Front, A Lions
jersey customized in a color that matches the tears I shed for the losers and this oddly pimped out
blog. What a world, what a life. You know what? If you ever have the weird opportunity to buy food
from me, go ahead and customize your order. I may retire the speech and even show respect for
your newfound individuality. Maybe. Onward and  Upward (upward only applies to the purchase of
fries and a drink).
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